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THE COLLECTIONS FROM

SMACK OF JELLYFISH
THE ANIMAL KINGDOM
A group of ferrets is called a business. After
reading this one day, I decided to illustrate
animals for each letter of the alphabet, and
collective nouns for each of those animals.

COLOR CARDS
More cards for word nerds! These are
based on common sayings that involve
color.

DARK HUMOR
Unexpected greeting cards to send to your
friends and enemies

WITH A FLOURISH
A surprising twist on the typical
embellished card

An Army of Ants
A Flutter of Butterflies

Three dandelion cards to help express your
feelings

Collective nouns for animals of the alphabet

A Murder of Crows
A Team of Ducks
A Parade of Elephants
A Knot of Frogs

An Army of Ants

AK1

A Flutter of Butterflies

AK2

A Murder of Crows

AK3

A Gaggle of Geese
A Bloat of Hippopotamuses
A Mess of Iguana
A Smack of Jellyfish

A Team of Ducks

AK4

A Parade of Elephants

AK5

A Knot of Frogs

AK6

A Troop of Kangaroos
A Pride of Lions
A Scourge of Mosquitoes
A Watch of Nightingale
A Parliament of Owls

MISS YOU...

The Animal Kingdom

A Gaggle of Geese

AK7

AK8

A Bloat of Hippopotamuses A Mess of Iguana

AK9

A String of Ponies
A Covey of Quail
A Crash of Rhinoceros

CARDS
professionally printed
recycled paper with soy and
vegetable-based inks
blank interior
5” x 5”
square envelope

A Walk of Snails
A Bale of Turtles

A Smack of Jellyfish

AK10

A Troop of Kangaroos

AK11

A Pride of Lions

AK12

A Bed of Urchins
A Nest of Vipers
A Pod of Whales

APPAREL
organic onesies and baby tees
soft and comfortable

A School of X-ray Fish
A Herd of Yaks
A Zeal of Zebra

AK13

A Scourge of Mosquitoes

AK14

A Watch of Nightingales

A Parliament of Owls

AK15

The Animal Kingdom

A String of Ponies

AK1

Collective nouns for animals of the alphabet

A Covey of Quail

AK2

Animal Kingdom Baby Apparel

AK3

A Crash of Rhinoceros

GBBT

A Flutter of Butterflies
Baby Tee

GeBT

A Parade of Elephants
Baby Tee

GnBT

Nightingales Baby Tee

Onesies and Baby Tees are printed on 100% organic baby rib cotton,
combed for softness and comfort. Sizes available: 3-6, 6-12, 12-18, 18-24

A Walk of Snails

A Nest of Vipers

AK4

AK1

A Bale of Turtles

A Pod of Whales

AK5

AK2

AK6

A Bed of Urchins

AK24

A School of X-Ray Fish

GBO

A Flutter of Butterflies
Onesie

GEO

A Parade of Elephants
Onesie

GNO

Nightingale Onesie

Tote Bag
GCB

A Herd of Yaks

A Murder of Crows

AK25

Natural cotton tote bag
15” x 13” x 3.5”

Women’s Apparel
GBWT
GEWT
GNWT

A Flutter of Butterflies Women’s Tee
A Parade of Elephants Women’s Tee
Nightingale Women’s Tee
GNWT

100% organic fine jersey cotton, fitted for women
Sizes available: S, M, L, XL, 2XL
(shirts run one size small, so please order up)

A Zeal of Zebra

AK26

Color Cards

paint the town (red)

A little word play with some color idioms...

cc1

you kids go enjoy yourselves
birthday
congratulations
graduation

(green) with envy

cc2

show someone how proud
you are of them by telling them
how jealous you really are
congratulations
promotion
wedding/anniversary

true (blue)

cc3

nothing’s better than a friend
who is always there for you
thank you
love

Dark Humor

burn in hell.

here are some unexpected cards for your friends and enemies.

DH1

The orange, yellow and red
flames cavort translucently on
a black background. The inside
of the card is blank to fill with
your own reasons for telling the
recipient to burn in hell.

With a Flourish

tickled (pink)

cc4

a cute thank you for someone
who really deserves it
thank you

(black) sheep

cc5

you know who you are
apology
thinking of you

(white) knight

eat poo.

DH2

I hope you get hit by a
truck.

DH3

Well, that pretty much says it all.
For the 3rd grade sense of humor Not from the highest spiritual
in all of us.
plane, but maybe you know
someone who would get a kick
out of this.

if it’s worth saying, say it with embellishment

cc6

a great card for a boy who
has come to the rescue in
one way or another..

F1

Oops.
We all make mistakes.
Acknowledge it and move on.

F2

You’ll be sorry.

Broken hearts will heal with the
help of a friend.

Let someone know what a big
mistake they’re making—is
your best friend moving away?
Perhaps an ill-advised wedding?
Say it with a flourish.

SS2

SS3

thank you
love

Color Apparel
unisex style
Sizes available:
S, M, L, XL

F3

He doesn’t deserve you.

Miss you...

cc7

it’s not easy being (green)
Whether it’s a tribute to that
lovely little frog, or a statement
about the environment
(cards are recycled with
vegetable inks, by the way),
or the existential “it’s not easy
being...”, this card is sure to please
just because

paint the town (red)
true (blue)
gctpt	 tickled (pink)*
gcppt	 pretty in (pink)*
gcwkt (white) knight
gcgT it’s not easy being (green)
GCRT

gctbt	

true (blue)
& other color shirts

*	Pink shirts are women’s style
ringer Tees, available in S, M, L, XL

SS1

Miss You Dandelion Cards
Three different dandelion cards to show someone the melancholy in your soul. I love dandelions, and
am always a little sad to see them go to seed. I recommend buying all three and sending them whenever you think of that person who is missing.
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